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PREFACE
Account numbering was chosen

HS

the subject of this thesis {'or

tt10 reasons:
1.

Top management of the larger Indianapolis depE'rtment

stores must make decisions in the very near future regarding
numbering of their accounts receivables.

Account numbering is

a must for those stores who are looking ahead to Electronic Data
Processing

as an aid to better buying, better customer service,

and lower operating costs.
It is the intent of this writer within the contents of this
material to provide t}~ee managements with sufficient background
information as veIl as factual up-to-date information that will
enable them to reach decisions regarding the type of account
numbering that best meets the needs of their companies as lIell
as the needs of the community.
2.

The writing of this thesis will partially satisfy a

desire which the writer acquired sometime in the past.

Having

had the opportunity many times to watch the personnel of the
Sales Audit and the Accounts Receivable Departments of
department

f:J

Lar-ge

store laboriously sort saleschecks according to the

alphabet has created a desire to see this time consuming task
reduced to a minimum or eliminated entirely.

I extend my sincere thanks to Nr. Robert Duncan, Accounting
i',jachine
Sales .Manuger of' the Indianapolis
Register

Division of' the National

Company for his va.lueble suggestions

Cash

and researcb materials

\lhich he so freely gave me.
I also wish to tbank the following for tbeir assistance
form of constructive

criticism and/or research mHteriels:

and Mr. George Collins, Sales Representatives
Multigraph
National

Corporation;

Cash Register

of the International
Assistant

Controller,

ment of Research,

Mr. Karl Treffinger,

Company

j

in the

Mr. Jack R~nes

of the Addre asogr-, ph
Systems An<,lyst of' the

Mr. Thomas Cummings, Se les Representt tlve
1

Business Machines Corporation;

Nr. Gc:le Shullenberger,

L. S. Ayres and Company; Mr. Barold Miller, Depart-

L. S. Ayres and Company] Mr. Lee Nornu.n, Assistant

Cashier of The American Fletcher National Bankj Mr. Cerl Dortch, Assistant
General Manager of the Indianapolis

Chvmber of Commerce;

and Miss Annette

Short, Systems Analyst of the Shm.,-ivalkerCompany.
Finally,

I wish to express my appreciation

her '''orkin typing this thesis.

James O. Anderson
Indianapolis, Indle.na
March 21, 1961

iii

to Miss Ruth r-icDonuldfor
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Assignments of numbers or numerics

flS

we shall call them 8re nut

new having been utilized pr-act Lc a.L'ly by s r vings deprrtments, sElvinge i nd
loan associations, trust departments, mortgage departments, Lnsur-ance
companies, government, public utilities, -nd for t.houaends of special
checking accounts for many years.
foil

Most department store executives are interested in numerics, but
at the same time they ere confused, not knowing which way to proceed.
The mass of jumbled information being 8pread by electronic companies,
the quickly changing technical picture and tbe increased acceptElnce of
entirely new concepts in accounting are all adding to this confusion.
Witb this in mind something tangible and practical will no doubt find e
'II
Hi

receptive audience.

,,1

,1

Our problem in numerics is to convert an alphabetical account
title into a practical numeric cede capable of being interpreted by
electronic equipment, and providing for flexibility in expansion of
accounts, simplicity in understanding and operation, speed and accuracy
in handling items, and economicel from the aspect of capital investment
and labor.
A practical numeric code is an individualized one, from the
standpoint that it is applicable only to the tra.ding area which it serves.
It must provide the store or group of stores flexibility, simplicity,

- 1-

-2 accuracy, speed and economy, based on the store or stores' own geographic
location, number of accounts, type of accounts, types of names, and the
business expansion outlook.
The writer approaches the subject matter of this material by
presenting a brief history in Chapter lIon

numbers and their importance.

The subject matter of Chapter III answers the question of why accounts
should be numbered.

In Chapter IV the three commonly known methods of

numbering accounts are set forth in writing and the advantages end
disadvantages are presented for each.
The commercial banks have done much toward developing some
excellent numbering systems.

Three of these systems are presented in

Cht3pter V to provide the reader with background informetion on the
development of account numbers where the alphabetic sequence is maintained.
The three systems presented are commonly known as the "basic numbering
systems."
Relatively speaking, the department stores have done very little
with respect to account numbering.

There are some stores such 8S:

Macy's of New York City; F. R. Lazarus of Columbus, Ohio; Shillitos of
Cincinnati, Ohio; and the Jones Store CompEny of Kcns86 City, Missouri,
who are developing workable numbering systems that will be compatible
with electronic eqUipment.

There are many other stores, however, who

have numbered some or all of their accounts receivable, but unfortunptely
their numbering systems are not compatible witb an electronic instellation.
Having presented the "basic numbering systems" the writer ettempts
to draw on his department store background, reseerch materif,ls, and
personal interviews with well informed business executives, in order t.o

- 3 present

meaningful

to the numbering

facts in a logical
of Indianapolis

In the final Enalysis

sequence

lOS

to their Epplicrtion

accounts.

account numbering

in this thesis will

apply specifically

to the :-Jssignmentof an individual

customer's

in the Accounts

account

store or s-tores.
draw extensively
sound basis

As background

information,

on the experiences

for numbering.

Receivable

of banks

number to e s ch

Depertment
bowever,

of a department

the writer will

in order to establish

£l

CRAPl'ER

II

THE HISTORY OF NUMBERS

In the July 1959 issue of THE BANKAMERICAN, the employee
publication of The Bank of America, appeared an article which traces the
history of numbers from the beginning of civilization through to the
present-day magnetic fLsures.

It reads

8S

follows:

In these days of electronic 'brains' and high-speed calculators
and posting machines, it's difficult to realize that there are
still tribes on earth who use just four numbers: 'one,
two ,
'three,' and 'many.' And while high-speed presses of the
civilized world turn out printed, numbered forms and financial
contracts in the hundreds of thousands, other peoples at far
corners of the world still tabulate their business, or bartering
transactions, by cutting notches in a stick.
I

'

I

Yet it wasn't so many thousands of years ago that the ancestors
of our highly trained digital computer engineers were handling
their arithmetic in just this manner. For them, the idea of
keeping tally of anything--the number of days between full
moons, the number of spearheads needed for a hunt, the number
of game animals brought back--just by cutting notches in a
stick (or drawing lines in a muddy stream bank) was a pretty
revolutionary innovation. It was a real genius of the tribal
set who determined that 'many' had many variations, and a little
closer accuracy might be helpful.
Several thousand years later, as civilization began to dawn in
the Middle East, people were recording the first wri.tten numbers
that we know of. The Egyptians and Babylonians each developed
written numbers about the same time (some 5,000 years ago) and
though their systems varied, each showed evidence of descending
from notches-in-a-stick.
Approximately 100 B.C., or some 2,000 years ago, the early
Romans made simple marks for small numbers, but had added
letters for others. Later, through abbreviation in writing,
the sign for 500 became a D, and the sign for 1,000 became an
M. Meanwhile, in the New World, and cut off from any contact
with mathematicians of the Old World, the Mayens were

- 4 -

- 5 developing their own systems, in units of twenty in the higher
numbers.
At the Sprue time, the Chinese were using ~ different
charecter
for every number up to ten with spec L. 1 ch. r r cter-s
for higher numbers.
All these people were working in the right direction,
up to t
poIrrt , It's
just thct none of them extended beyond thlt
point.
The thought of Bankemeric r n bookkeepers posting eight
million deposit cccounts in early Egypti£n, or BEbylonicn, or
early Rom<'1D,
or Mayc.n, or even e sr-Ly Chinese, is both humorous
e-nd frightening.
Just imegine F statement written in Romrn,
for instance.
A line t.ha't , in our figures,
would r'e r d r
Previous

B£llance

2,283.00

New BF1&nce

Withdrcwc:Is

Deposits

43.00

88.00

2,328.00

XLIII

LXXXVlII

MMCCCXXVIII

would be:

MMCCLXXXIII

and even that is possible
only bees use bs Ir nce s , withdr: Wr Is,
and deposits
are ell in full doll,r
('mounts, with no 'cents'
to worry ebout.
It r'emrined for ("n unknown Hindu to make ;11 of our jobs
possible.
For he WI s the first
to tcke tbe one simple, yet
vitil
step PEst the point where ,11 errlier
numeric;l systems
had stopped.
He invented the zero.
This happened becEusethe
Hindus, like ru,ny other people of
the time, used f form of cbccus, Ind rlso becruse they did not
develop spec 1< 1 symbols for lcrge numbers. If they counted
more thEn nine becds on the 'unit'
column of the ~b(cus, they
would move one berd to the 'tens'
column, End 80 on, to the
'hundreds'
and 'thousFnds
columns.
The sr me symbol Lndi c r ted
the S31Uenumber of be s.ds , no mrtter which column it u: sin.
I

But here W2S E stumbling block.
When they hr d five be; ds in
each column, they could write YYIT, indie;ting
5555. But when
they ha.d finished
tC:lllying up the different
fmounts - nd c r me
up with three be ed s in the 'units'
column, five in the 'tens'
column, end three in the
t.hous , nds ' column, but none E't aLL
in the 'hundreds'
column, how could they jot down tbe tot!l?
Writing 3Y3 could meEn three hundred cnd fifty-ttrree,
or
three thousand, five hundred 8nd three,
or three t.hous s nd,
five hundred ElOdthirty,
or possibly somebody might remember
the number it reElly was supposed to represent--three
thous/nd
and fifty-threel
Here'S where the Hindu ~nius ccme in.
He
indicated
en empty column with c dot, so thrt the number
correctly
read 3.Y3, and the whole problem WES solved.
The dot
i

- 6 soon grew into E little circle, cnd presto--there w,s ("zero.
And the zero itself led to 1: revolution in the science of
caLcuLa t Lon , MultiplicEtion .•long division, nd the dec ImrL
system, ;,,11grew from the invention of the zero. The most
bCiSic necessity for banking--a rrpidly leirned ind understood
system of mEthemEtics--had fin51ly been invented. Now people
were ready to put stylus to w[x tablet end reE.lly crLcul rte r
1:

Over the centuries, the Wex tablet turned to parchment, the
stylus to the quill pen, and the ShEpeS of the different
numerals bec5me more like whEt we recognize todEY. Thirteen
hundred years c fter the invention of the zero the first
adding nachine WES introduced. By this time, pcrchment hrd
given way to less costly prper , End English numer rls h: d
pretty much settled into stylized form. Stylized, thrt is,
to a degree. But not even in the srme le[gue with the 'mrgnetic
ink' chan cters with which mr ny Bankrmer-Lcsns (OrerLre r dy
familicr.
Thus, if it were not for the primitive mrn who discovered there
were mEny sizes of 'mony', end if it were not for the Hindu who
invented the zero, there wouldn't be rny recson for r bcnk or
magnetic ink.l

lNatioml Crsh Register Comp+ny , "It All Adds up to Progress,"
NCR Factory News, (Dfyton, Ohio: N,tionrl Crsh Register Comp,oy,
October, 1959), pp. 1-3) quoting THE BANKAMERICAN, July, 1959.

CBAPTEH III
WHY NUMBER ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

The value that we need to place on our numbering system seems
very apparent after reading the previous chapter.

However, what has

this to do with the numbering of customer acc(')untswithin a depertment
store?

Most department stores have operated from their beginning with

an elphabetical system of s.ccounts. Why should they change now?

Why

should any business strive to advance itself through new techniques and
new methods?

Today the static business Boon becomes a losing business.

In this rapidly growing country of ours we either move ahead or drop
behind.

We are moving ahead today through work simplification and

automation.

The day will come when the entire job of sorting seleschecks

and posting them to the customers' 8ccounts viII be done by electronic
means.

This will mean that all rccounts must be numbered, with either

numeric or alpha-numeric characters, for SUCllchFracters constitute the
language of machines.
Any store using

8

partly electronic or fully electronic system

will have to have a numeric method of account coding.

Stores alreedy

using numbered accounts will find the conversion to electronics much
eaSier; they will in a sense be ready for it.2

2National Cash Register Company, Numeric Systems for Checking
ACCOUnts, (Dayton, Ohio: National Cash Register Company, 1956), p. 2.

- 7 -

r
- 8 However this is not the only reason for considering numerics et
this time.

It is a reason, certainly, and probably considered to be the

most important one.

There are, however} other advantages that come from

using numbered 8ccounts right now, without regard to equipment or posting
procedures.
Let us consider the two major benefits inherent in any system of
numerics:

speed and accuracy.

With reference to speed, which of the following groups do you
find easier to put into correct sequence?

12-588
12-581
12-585
12-608
12-593

or

Henry Davison
Paul D. Cayton
R. L. Davies
Ralph N. Dawson
G. P. Davison

The names above are all close together alphebetically which tends
to aid s0rting.

Even so it is cleer that a numeric sort would be much

faster and more accurate than a sort by names.

Multiply this by hundreds

of thousands of items, each of which must be handled several times, and
the speed advantage of numbers becomes very apparent.

From the Rough

Sort (sort to the first letter of the last name) of saleschecks in the
Sales Audit Department to the Fine Sort (sort to the second and third
letters of the last name) and filing of these saleschecks in the
customers' account pockets in the Accounts Receivable Department, much
time can be saved by a numeric system.
Sorting saleschecks into workable batches is not a simple tesk.
They must first be sorted into cycle groups (the alphabet is separated,
1.

e. - A, B, C, D, EF, G, H, IJK, and so on, to aid sorting, account

selection, And customer billing).

After this sort, which is normally

- 9 thought of as the Rough Sort, the sE.leschecks must then be sorted to the
second and third letters of the lEst name.

One would think that

8

production job of this nature would merit experienced Bnd reEsonpbly
well paid personnel.

In practice this work is genertlly performed by the

least experienced and lowest pe-id:personnel; consequently, missorting is
a common, daily occurrence.
On the other hand, almost everyone csn r-e Fd numbers.
training nor experience is required.

Ne ither

The use of numbers results in frat,

accurate sorting end fast, cccurate Eccount selection, regerdless of
personnel.
For those stores thE,t can foresee the instillction of electronic
equipment in the neer future, En account numbering system is

<:'

must.

However, what about those stores who cannot envision the use of
electronic-mechanical
near future?

or fully 8utomEtic electronic equipment in the

Should these stores convert to ['numbering system?

The

immediate advantage of using a numbering system in preference to en
alphabetical one is found in the sorting operation.

The Le Febure

Company found through testings that the average sorting operator will
sort approximately thirty to forty per cent faster numerically than
alphabetically.

In addition, these experiments also showed that five to

seven errors would be made alphabetically to every error made sorting
numerically. 3

The

sorting advantege seems very good on the surfrce, but

how many people will a depcrtment store normally hrve sorting srleschecks
end credits?

This will depend, of course, on the size of the store.

3McLcmry, RetE il Account Numberin for Indiana olis Stores,
(Ceder Rapids, lOWE: Le Febure Company, April 28, 1959 , p. 3.

- 10 Assume as an example,
million dollars.

fl

department store with annual net seLes of fifty

This store will be spending approximately 400 hours

per week hand sorting saleschecks and credits.

Now essume through

numerical sort that sorting time can be reduced thirty per cent or 120
hours; will the conversion be worthwhile?

A company of this size would

have to spend approximately $80,000.00 to convert an alphabetical system
to a practical numerical one.

A savings of 120 hours ($135 per week)

would approximately cover the cost of capital without contributing much
as a return on investment.
Without further analysis we might assume that it will not pay
mana.gement to plunge into such a capital expenditure to obtain the
benefi ts of faster sorting if this is as far as they intend to go.
However, if management has future plans for the installetion of'
electronic equipment where saleschecks and credits can be read optically
by equipment or sorting eliminated entirely, then a change to account
numbering is practical and very advisable.

CHAPTER

IV

METHODS OF NUMBER ACCOUNTS
There tre three methods thet are presently being used for
numbering account.s. These three methods ~re known

1

s Str,igbt Numeric .•

Alpha-Numeric, rnd Modified Alphc-Numeric; ecch will be explrined in
turn.
When:: Straight Numeric system is inst,lled, rccount numbers ,re
simply

to

ssigned consecutl vely, without regG rd to nsme .

Using the regulc r

name Bnd address p19tes in the Addressogrcpb Depcrtment, two 3 x 5 cerda
for el3.chcustomer are run off on the cddressing mrchine.
with the first accourrt
and

so on.

Then, strrting

in the "A" ledger, nunber the accounts 1, 2, 3,

At the seme time the 3 x 5 c cr-dsar-e numbered; one set is

filed alphabeticc.lly, the other numerically. 1,
At the outset, 911 accounts ere, of course, in elph;betic,l
well as numerical order.

('8

Even Hfter the Eccounts hc:vebeen numbered, the

store does not have to start using the numbers immedirtely.

The

alphabetic system may be continued until it is convenient to chEnge to
the numeric system.

New accounts in the meantime will not be in

alphabetical order, but they will be easily recognized as new by the
size of the account number.
kept elphabeticelly in

13.

All accounts cbove a cert'in number m,y be

"new account ledger" until the number system is

actually put into practice.

This change over period should be beld to r

~ation,l Cosh Register CompEny, Numeric Systems for Checking
Accounts, (Dayton, Ohio: National Ccsb Register Compcny, 1956), p. 2.
- 11 -

- 12 minimum to avoid the cumbersome det sils thet would sr-Lae by opar rt.Lng two
such ledgers.
In practice a bound book is preferEble to c set of 3 x 5 ccrds
for the control End issuance of new Lecount numbers.

The 3 x 5 crrds

can be used for cross referencing purposes, but the mrster control should
be of a perm2nent ncture.

After the originel E'ssignmentof recount

numbers, the book must hsve en entry for e E ch new .ccount .
With centrrlized bookkeeping, only one book need be mr Lnt.s ined
regc.rdless of the number of br snehes.

One or two people rt the Pirent

store may have chcrge of this book.
Numbers ire not refssigned.

When En ;ecount is closed, thet fret

is noted on f,llrecords End the number is then considered rs "derdv "

If

the same person should open en 2ccount liter, he is rssigned c new
number.

One might Esk, is this wise to close en 2ccount number Fnd to

never re-use it?

The c,lterneteto this procedure is to re-use "desd"

numbers after a specified period of time.

This would necessitF·te

detailed record of all closed E'ccounts 2S to dcte of closing 2nd
availability for re-issubnce.

The question now becomes one of expense.

Will the expense of meintc:ining such detEils be greeter thEn thEt
expense which will be incurred electronlcly or mr-nuslly processing medL
with larger account numbers?

Only time Fnd experience

;nswer this

CEn

question.
Under

8

numeric system, ,11 sorting is done by number only.

erse in reeding, t.housrnds are sepErr ted from hundreds by
of

B

commr ,

to'S

c

For

d,sh t nst.erd

"1-996" rf,therthen "1,996" or "22-445" instecd of "22,445."5

5 Ibid., p. 5.

- 13 The use of consecutive
proof machine (if
For instance,
1 - 9,999;
so on.

numbers permits

proof machines ere being used),

there

mey be c totel

end

enot.he.r for la, 000 - 19,999;

The proof mschi.ne operator

digits

rc pid Rough Sort at the

r

in an account number.

E

bin on

f

by t.bousr nd groups.
mechine for

Eccounts

c nother for 20, 000 - 29,999,

is not interested

!

in the 1<,st three

Account 40-665 would simply be "40" to her.

With 100,000 'ccounts,

she would only be concerned with the numbers 1

through

the dash.

100, preceding

accounts

(accounts

bee ring

as well a8 30 day accounts
charge),

a specific

designate

digit

B

If it

ccrrying

by thousands.

hundred group by tens,

chrr-ge on bs Lance due c,fter 30 d?ys)

within

the account number is set

cErrying
[side

to

and more accurate

Department e ech proof machine group

Each t.bouaand group is ~orted by hundreds,
and each ten group by individual

Account selection

by number is,

than selecting

of course,

cccount.

considerEbly

accounts by nsme.

each

fester

Meny accounts

hrve

names, but no two numbers are clike.
As mentioned previously,

faster

to have flexible

the type of account.

sorted

similar

is desirrble

(Etccounts due in 30 deys without

In the Accounts Receivable
is

nd

cny numeric system is incompcrcbly

and more accur-at.e than en a.Lphabet.LcsL method.

Shaw-Walker Companyof End l enapoLl s , Indiana,
30 per cent
advantage

is [} conser-vet.tve estimcte

of numeric vs.

the advantages

alphabetical

of a numeric system

f6

E' production

for estimeting
sorting
stated

According to the
Lncre see of

the speed

end proceS6ing.6

Thus,

below ere c,dvrntfges

t.hs.t,

6Annette Short, "Methods of Assigning Account Numbers," A Report
to the Indianapolis
Ch2rga-Plete Associftes by the Shaw-Walker Comprny,
Indianapolis,
Indiana, April 14, 1959, p. 3.

- 14 exist in comparing
1.

C!

numeric to 'n alpha.-numeric system.7

It is easy to assign account numbers.

This is one of

the fine features of a straight numeric system.
a)

It is unnecessary to consider the expected rfte

of expansionJ

incidence of recurrence of each letter

group, number of accounts to be provided for,
segregation of similar names, separate treatment of
group accounts, and the like, in order to work out a
formula for assigning account numbers.

No formula. is

needed.
b)

Since no comput[tions of cny kind aTe involved

in assigning account numbers, the initiEl instrlli'tion
is comparatively simple.

Accounts are numbered 1, 2,

3, and so on, in consecutive order.
c)

For the same reaSon, assignment of new cccount

numbers (c'fterthe system hrs been installed) is

1

n

uncomplicated procedure.
2.

Sorting is somewhEt faster than it is under En Elphf-

numeric system.

,II

3. A check digit plus a digit for type of account mEY be
added without utilizing more than a seven-d:igit number except
for accounts over 99,999.

An alpha-numeric system requires six

to seven digits plus an alpha designation--even without tJdding
a check digit or type of account digit.
7National Cash Register Company, Numeric Systems for Checking
Accounts, (DaytC)n, Ohio: National Cash Register Company , 1956), p . 9.

- 15 Set forth above are the major advantages of
system.

The disadvantages
10

Alphabetic

unnumbered

c

strc,igbt numeric

are esteblished below.8

sequence is lost.

This means that ell

items must be cbecked at e cross-index file end

that telephone information is delayed unless the person
calling knows the account number.

The seriousness of this

problem would depend, of course, on tbe c s r-rLage or Lrck of

,:I~

'I'I~
I;:~
I,
'I'
l'iIJ!

carriage by the customers of the "cbargr-plete."

II~

At the beginning of an Lns t s-L'Let.Lon, it might be well
to assign one bin on e8ch proof mccbine (if proof mcchines

>~
I

,to.

are being used) to unnumbered "so Le schecks end credits."

1,llfi

/11
This will reduce de Lay in the proof oper etLon.

Numbers CEn

be looked up later, in the Accounts Receivc:ble Depc:rtment.
2.

As new eccounts are added and old ones closed,

ledger controls must be changed.

Since Ell new sccount.s

are added to the last ledger, there is no Butometic "spread"
among tbe ledgers; evenness must be maintained by periodicElly
establishing

new ledger controls.

3. The idea of giving up alphabetic sequence is
repugnant to many department stores.

There is certain to be

a feeling of uneasiness and perhaps distrust toward this
concept.
Prior to the installetion of en Alpha-numeric
a number of things the.t must be t[ken into account.

foremost consideration
8Ibid., p. 10.

system there pre
The first cnd

1s the possible growtb thct the company may

"1,11
.un

!.Ii
'"

,II'

."

- 16 reasonably

in the next 25 - 30 yeers.

expect

satisfactorily

over

long period

8

The system must function

of time to mcke it economicel.

What has been the past rate of growtb?
answered.
closing

Expansion
and opening

may be plotted

knowledge

must be

on the b8sis of the pest record of

LH:.ewise, we mr y know cert.a.l
n f,cctors of

accounts.

the growth of the community

This question

from the Chamber

of Commerce,

from the

that the store or stores have rele.tive to new account s coming

into the city, new business

opening

end business

closing.

J;t can elso
I

be determined
happen

from the Chamber

to be in, has an older population

what effect

neighboring

and our individual

we have now.
accounts,

communities

to allOW for

8

greeter

retcining

This is an important

question

far more rapidly;

for

therefore,

it

E 20-25

year period,

steble

fEr less

sequence.

that requires
sections

nationalities

have different

type names,

growth within

the particular

framework

in question

I:~they eire short term

of letter recurrence

in particular

thet

number of numbers within the

their Eccounts

\-Jhatis the incidence

because

growth

If the corr®unity is reletively

will be used in the number

important

'I'

and

must be given to the type or types of accounts

of our account system.

with people

population,

are h2ving on our community

we will turn over our numbers

structure

or e younger

Are they long or short term?

is necessary

'I

whether the city thft we

business.

ConSideration

numbers

of Commerce

may be greater or smaller,

of each letter group?

cEreI'ul study.

It is

of the country different
and

£8

a result of thet, the

of the alphabet

in the locality

depending on the type of name.

- 17 In Minneapolis there are a large number of people with Swedish names like
Swenson, Johanson, where the "J" and "S" letters would be far greater
than the other letters, whereas in New York the incidence of Italian
names might be greater.9
Will account numbers be reassigned?

If account numbers are

reassigned there is the possibility and hazard of having two accounts
with the same number.

By reassigning 8ccount numbers there is the

problem of having to retain a closed account file and of having to dEte

'I'
"

these closed accounts so a8 not to reassign the numbers too quickly.

')1

However, if sufficient numbers ere allowed in the over-ell system to take

"'

:1

care of a 25 to 30 year period, the necessity of having to keep closed
account number control files can be eliminated as well as never having
to duplicate numbers.
How long will it take to install the system?

This is certainly

a basic consideration that stores must concern themselves with, regardless
of whether they are installing a Stre.ightNumeric, Alpha-Numeric, or
Modified Alpha-Numeric system.

,II
'II

E'

There is naturally a drop in efficiency

during the time of installation of any system.
install, the more costly it is going to be.

The longer it takes to

By reverse psychology, if

we contract the installation time, and therefore keep that lowered
efficiency to a minimum, we have decreased the cost of operation of the
OVer-all system.
How do we change over to a Numeric or an Alpha-Numeric system?
On the Straight Numeric system we merely number the accounts, having

9National Cash Register Company, "Numeric Coding of Comrnerciel
Accounts," Dayton, Ohio, n , d., p...
17.

J
"Iii'

- 18 disassociated the like names one from another.

On an Alpha-Numeric

system a formula will be applied by which we will be able to retain not
only the alphabetic sequence of the account, but e straight numeric
sequence as well.

In the change-over period, it is not necessary to

apply this formula until after the initial asslgnment of numbers has
been made to the accounts on hand.

After tbe lnitial number assignment

with its proportional spacing has been made then it is necessary to
apply a formula to insert new accounts between those already established.
How serious is the incidence of unnumbered items?

Banks have

reported to the National Cash Register Company that their incidence of
10

unnumbered items average approximately one per one thousand.

However,

the frequency of unnumbered iterns can be controlled to a great extent
by good training and follow-up with the store's salespeople and customer
indoctrination through direct mail advertisin.g.
The Alpha-Humeric plan is predicated

Oll

retaining the

alphabetical arrangement of accounts, as was noted above, plus the
ability to sort saleschecks and credits numerically.
While alpha-numeric sorting is slightly slower than numeric, it
does not require the elaborate cross-reference indexing of E'ccountnumber
to name, as does the faster straight numeric system.

However, it is

obvious that a master file must be maintained to control tbe Iasuance of
Alpha-Numeric codes for individual accounts in a manner similar to tbe
procedure used for Numeric accounts.
When an alphabetic prefix is used, the first sort is alphabetic.
Each alphabetic group (A, B, C, and so on) is tben sorted by number only,
lOIbid., p. 17.

-- 19 beginning with tbe highest value - tens of thousands or hundreds of
tbousands.
Most of the advantages of straight numeric sorting ere therefore
obtained.

The only extra sort is the initial alphabetic one.ll

It might seem that six-digit alpha-numeric account numbers would
require six sorts; but in practice this is not the Case.

Because of the

wide spread between account numbers, saleschecks are normally in fine
sort order (sorted to the point of filing into the customer's account
pocket) after three or four numeric sorts,
A

0-984
12-877
A 34-652
A 145-301
A

A
A
A
A

232-114
290-078
443-624
545-107

BS:

A
A
A
A

601-409
624-587
842-998
956-230

It is evident that the numbers to the right of the dash were not needed
to bring these items into fine sort order.

Needless to S2Y, these Bre

relatively few numbers given for the purpose of illustration.

R

There

could be hundreds of items for the "A" group, yet the sort might not teke
more than the first three digits.

12

There could be thousFnds of seles-

checks and credits for this group, yet the sort might not take more then

"

four digits.

"'I

/I

In practice, a four-digit sort may be made if there

ETe

hundreds

of items, and a slight reshuffling will be made of those (if any) that
still are not in fine sort order.

13

11National Cash Register Company, Numeric Systems for Checking
Accounts, (Dayton, Ohio: National Cash Register Company, 1956), p. 20.
12Ibid.

- 20 -

These remarks do not !;l.pply to an automatic sort.

When 8utematic

sorting equipment is installed, seven or eight "passes" or sorts may be
required for a six-digit system.
used.

This depends on the type of equipment

Some of the more recent equipment can read the entire number with

one "pass.,,14
There are a number of advantages to an Alpha-Numeric system, some
of which are listed below:15
1.

It provides us with direct parallel alphabeticel and

numeric placement of accounts.

Thus, by sorting numerically,

we are simultaneously alphebetizing.
2.

Our customers are still Mrs. Brown or Mrs. Jones in

their personal relations to the store.
stigma of being treated coldly as

3.

8.

This removes the

number.

It provides flexibility of expansion and contraction

of accounts not only over-all, but within eech letter group.

4. It provides simplicity of operation since the
control of the numeric assignment is accomplished by two or
relativ! 1.yfew people.

The assIgnmerrtof numbers is simple,

since it entails merely a filling in of a predetermined
formula which is checked by a second person for accuracy.

l~obert Duncan, "Personal interview with the Accounting Machine
Sales Manager of the National Cash Register Company," Indianapolis,
Indiana. December 1960.
l5National Cash Register Company, "Numeric Coding of Commercial
Accounts," Dayton, Ohio, n. d., p. 33.

II'
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5. Each time the saleschecks are handled subsequent to
billing, they are handled on a strict numerical bas Ls , This
results in multiplication of the speed advantage.

The rough

sort, fine sort, and filing, can all be accomplished faster
numerically than alphabetically.
6.

The system provides for smooth, fast handling of

items with the greatest degree of accuracy.

This translated

in terms of fewer personnel, greater accuracy and fewer
customer complaints, means economy of operation for time
saved is money saved.

7. Other advantages are: better customer identification;
unit identification of item to account; cross-check in
account selection; and reduction in number of "unapplied"
saleschecks and credits.
In addition to the advantages stated above, there are also a
IIi

number of disadvantages that are listed below:
1.

16

Initial installation is relatively complicated.

Factors such as the present number of accounts, type of accounts
(long term or short term), and expected rate of growth should
be considered before deciding what kind of Alpha-Numeric

16National Cash Register Company, Numeric Systems for Checldng
Accounts, (Dayton, Ohio: National Cash Register Company, 1956), p. 22.

':1
"'),

"
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system

to use.

Provision

segregc:.ting identical
contingent

accounts

for group accounts,

names

and whether

comparison
Numeric
exists
2.

which

to the consecutive

System.

However,

picture,

and errors

A formula

is difficult

in

of

B

Streight

this is a "one time" problem

that

of the installation.

of new numbers

one kind or the other.

out.

1-2-3 numbering

only at the beginning
Assignment

of

or not to provide

also must be thought

must be set up and followed,

manner

Judgment,

may be made.

involves

computations

of

too, may enter the
All this means essentially

is that more time and care must be spent in assigning

3.

It is possible

to run out of numbers.

of the ledger

may unexpectedly

over a period

of years

to assign,

without

of assigning

this possibility
nonetheless,

'+.

5.

equipment,

sequence.

t.hat;is originally
remote;

with another

store's

&dopted

numbers

The method
should make

but it will always,

accounts

store involves

and computing

Under a straight

numeric

added on and consecutively

When

is needed.

m.any new accounts

exist.

for each one.
are simply

alphabetic

exceedingly

A merger

the second

60

Any section

that we will be left without

breMing

numbers

receive

numbers.

an alphabetic
After

prefix

converting

one or two extra

such equipment

may handle

"fitting

jhe proper

in"
number

system the accounts

numbered.

is used, en extrre sort

to fully eutol!laticsorting
sorts will be required,

"J" as

since

"7", "K" as "8", "L"

&6

"9"

- 23 and so forth.

(The number

type of electronic

6.

of sorts will depend on the

equipment

The Alpha-Numeric

thet i6 used.)

System does not tie in so well

with future full electronic

operation.

should be 8.dded which means

adding still another digit to

a number

the equivalent

already

containing

fA

check digit

of seven or

eight digits.
The third method
Modified

Alpha-Numeric.

Numeric
.n

of numbering

Systems.

ARANS"

are working

There are many variations

of modified

Random Access

this method

in Numeric Sequence).

is by means of an example.

with a store that hDS 90,000 accounts.

is taken purely

is called
Alpha-

The system that will be discussed here is called

(Alphabetic

way to explain

which ~ill be discussed

as an example

figure.

ActuElly

The easiest

)1111

Assume that we

Ninety thousand

here

there are no limits to
l7

the size of the instellation

either large or 8mal1.

The first thing we need to do is to take the store's addressographed

list of accounts

in alphebetic

order end develop

an alphClbetic
",

subdivision

based on one subdivision

for eech twenty accounts.

Since
'),

it is impossible

to breek exac t Ly every twenty accounts

and have logic8.1 subdivisions,
will vary from approximately
After developing
accounts
needed

to determine

the number of account-s in each group
seventeen

our alphabetic

we have generated

eLphebe t.Lc a.Ll.y

to twenty-two.
subdiITision, (with 90,000

4,500 subdivisions),

the major decision

the growtb factor for this particular

is

list of

accounts.

l7Mc Laury , Retail Account Numbering for Indiana~olis Stores
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Ie Febure Company, April 28, 1959), p. 5.

'

- 24 In this case, it bas taken the store 50 yeers to reach the totEl
of' 90,000 ao courrts .

It does not seem likely that the net growth

accounts

in the next 20 years.

will double

procedure,

it is necessary

indexing.

For this particular

a potential

never to exceed

To be absolutely

As a part of the installation

to study the store's relationship

communi ty, other stores, mergers,

in

to the

etc., and adequately analyze for proper

store, the most optimistic

outlook

indicated

125,000 to 150,000 accounts.

certain

thEit the growth fector was edequc te,

and because

there are more than enough digits available without

a six-digit

account number,

a five times expension

exceeding

factor is used.

would allow the store to grow to a total of Ebout 450,000 accounts

This
and

still retain the Alphs-Numeric

rel:-tionship "between nl:me end number.

this basis we have established

E'

alphabetical

starting

groups, based on allowing

The number

of the first account

time of installation

On

nunoe r for e rch of the

five times growth in eech group.

in the first group is 000-001 end lOt the

of the system the number of the last eccount in the

first group is 000-020.

The number of the first account in the second
'"

group

is 000-100.

Therefore,

group, we have provided
are numbered
are merely
alphabetical

grouping

quickly
called

order.

number within each

in which they belong.
are opened they will in all probability

How are these accounts

if they are not in alphabetic2l
"Scan-Dex"

The accounts

wi thin each group and new acc ount.a aa opened

the next open consecutive

As new accounts
of alphabetic

for five times our original size.

consecutively

assigned

with 80 numbers left open in the first

is employed.

be out

selected accurately

order?

At this point

8

This system enables 8n individuel

and
system
to

:i,

'Ii

"

- 25 find an account by simply scanning the index cards in the ledger until
the correct alpha subdivision is located.

From this point it is simply

a matter of scanning down the vertical columns for the first letter of
the first name.
The information above tends to indicate the advantages and
disadvantages

of this system.

The advantages and dlSBdvantages seem

to range somewhere between those of Straight Numerics end Alpha-Numerics.
It has an advantage in ease of assigning numbers over Alpha-Numerics,
but a disa.dvantage in that all accounts are not alphabetically numerical.

11:.11

It is important to note how these three methods differ as to
account expansion.
one end.

With Straight Numerics the expension occurs only on

With simultaneous Alpha-Numerics, expansion is provided between

each individual account.

However, with a Modified Alpha-Numeric System

expansion is provided on the end of each alphabetical group.

",
,t.,1

CRAPI'ER V

BASIC ALPHA-NUMERIC NUMBERING SYSTEMS
As mentioned in the introduction, the systems that will be
presented here are known to commercial banks as the "basic numbering
systems."
systems.

They are given here to illustrate good workrble numbering
They differ greatly in mechanics of operation even though epch

is an alpha-numeric system.
The first system described here is not identically that of the
Crocker-Anglo National Bank, but it is based very largely upon methods
which were developed by the Crocker First National B2nk before its
consolidation with the Anglo Californic National Benk.

A lerge part of
!I!,
1'1'

the development work was done by Mr. Earl Tooker, Assistant Vice President

"'

I~l
,I,

of the bank .18
The basic idea of this system is to use a six-digit code for
each letter of the alphabet.

Having a capacity of one less then a million

accounts for each letter insures against ever running out of numbers.
'I'

Ii

Within the 999,999, individual account numbers are apaced
as possible.

2S

wide epf:rt

The wider the spacing between originsl account numbers, the

more room there is to add new account numbers between them and yet maintain an alphabetic sequence.
The first thing to do is determine the spacing between accounts,
or "gap interval" as it is called.

This would seem to be simply

8

IBwational Cash Register Company, Numeric Systems for Checking
Accounts, (Dayton, Ohio: National Cash Register CompElny, 1956), p. 13.
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- 27 matter of dividing the number of accounts in c given letter into 999,999.
For example, if in the letter "S" there are 1,200 accounts, the gep
interval between each account would be 833 (999,999 divided by 1,200).
However, before doing this, it is necessary to consider the group
accounts, such as John Sailor, John SEtilor - Budget, end John Seilor Operating.

It would be wasteful to consider each of these eccounts as

completely separate and put a gap of 833 between them.

We need to put a

la.rge gap between each group, but should separate accounts within each
group by only 11 units.

Experience in this case has shown that 11 is

sufficient spacing between related accounts in

B

iI

group.

The next step then is to set aside enough numbers to take care of

1)111

accounts wi +,hin groups first, and then see what is left for the ba Lance of
the accounts.
Let us say that in the "S" file there are 85 groups end 250
accounts within these groups.

Remember that we are going to separate

the groups themselves with a mnjor gap; it is only the accounts within
the groups that will be separated by 11.

Of the 250 [:ccounts, then, 85

will be "major-gapped" and 165 (the remcinder) will be gapped by 11.
Multiplying 165 times 11 we arrive at 1,815.

After subtracting

thi s from 999,999 we have 998,184 numbers for the balance of the s.ccount.s
.
In order to est ab.Ltah the "gr ppt.ng"between the b a.Lanceof the
accounts (1,035L

we simply divide 998,184 by 1,035 which gives an

answer of 964.
With this in mind the first eccount number will be 964; the
second 1,928; the third 2,892, and so on.

If the fourth account is

f!

"group" account, the first number in that group will be 3,856; the
second number in that group will be 3,867 (11 added on); and the third
number in that group will be 3,878 (anotber"11) .

.'

- 28 After

numbering this

be numbered 4,83

2

(3,878

for numbering these

pluB 964) and so on.

accounts

It may be found tbat
of accounts
The procedure

tbat

gr-oup, the fifth

account will

then

(The formula and procedure

are shown in Figure 1.)
some letters

will

99,999 will be sufficient

to be followed

indiVidual

in this

have such a small number

to give an adequate

case is tbe same

fS

that

"spre;;d."
described

above.
HowdQ you assign
accounts

surrounding

it?

an account number in the proper relation
Suppose, for eXE1mple,thct

en E'ccc)unt is opened

for Martin R. Sacbs.

Wecan see at c glance in our ledger

falls

Q.

is,

between "Robert
where does it

assigning

a value

fall

Sabrin.t"

end "Evelyn SE'ddler."

between the two?

of 1 to the letter

S-a-B-r-i-n-i
S-a-C-h-s
S_a_D_d-l-e-r

19JJ21£., p. Itt..

'thet this

A, 2 to the letter

4

1-928

Difference

2-892

)
.

just

by

B, 3 to the letter

Account Number

2) 1 )
3)
) 2

nstne

But the question

We find out very eesily,

C, and so on:19

to the

964

- 29 -

Fig. 1 _ Crocker System for Numbering Accounts

NUMBERING THE ACCOUNTS
FORMULA FOR NUMBERING
(1)

ACCOUNTS

Account
Number

FIrst Set Aside Numbers For Group Aceta:
Number of group accounts
Nwuber of groupS
"Inside" AcctS. gapped by 11

964

250

J. M. Saber ...

8
_2.

Robert Q,. Scbrini

1-928

165

I<.'velyn
Seddler

2-892

John Seilor . .

3-856
3-867

Subtract
Gaps: To Find Numbers Left for Mt_jor John Sailor-Budget

John Seilor-Operating 3-878

999,999

Florence A. Selter

1,812,
998,184
(3)

4-842
5-806

Numbers For Major GapS

Then Figure Major Gap Interval:

1,200
Total beets. in the "S" file
Less:

"Inside" groUP accounts

1,035
Total of major gapS . . . . .

998,184 divided b1 1,035 equals 964 me-jor gap interval

---------------------------------Since the first two letter's of each name ar'ethe aame , we must go
to the third letter in order to compute the correct cccount number, giving
"B" a value of 2, "C"

8

value of 3 ,an d "D" a v e 1ue

0f

4 ,just
20

rs they

fall in the alphabet, (see Figure 2 for letter values).
The difference
and

4 is 2.

bet""en

The new ,ccount

between the two old .nes.

2 8nd

3 is 1·

number, therefore,

One-h,lf

of

20~.

will

fell

between 2

1/2 the dLst rnce

964 1s 482. Adding 482 to 1-928 we

arrive at 2..
410, the new £,ccount number.

--------------------------------

The difference
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- 31 Assume that we open an account for ThomEs L. Ss bur Lee .

C'Ie s r Ly

this name falls between "Sabrini" and "SE'chs,,:21
Account Number
1-92s----

18)
)
21) 3 ) 16
34
)
Difference

S-a-b-R-i-n-i
S-a-b-U-r-l-e-e
S-a-c-H-s

.

2-410
482

The 34 weight given to "Sachs" is computed as follows:
all the way from "B" to

"c"

We moved

in going from "Seburlee" to "Seche"; therefore,

we must weight it with all the possibilities between "B" rnd "C"; ncmely,
26 (for the 26 letters of the elphabet).
of 8 for "H" we arrive at 34.

Adding to the 26 the weight

Three-sixteenths times the 482 sprerd

between the old account numbers equals 90.

Adding 90 to 1-928 we arr-Lve

at 2-018, the new account number.
Assume now that an account is opened for William T. SEdjurian,
end "Sailor,,:22
Account Number
4) )
2-892
10) 6 )
142
)
Difference
.

whose name falls between "Saddler
S-e-d-Q-l-e-r
S-e-d-l-u-r-i-a-n
S-a-i-1-o-r

II

The weight of 142 that is given to "SPilor" is determined

lOS

"I" is 5 letters beyond "D" (see Figure 2, page 30) cnd 5 times

follows:
26 is 130.

Adding the 12 weight given to "L" we have 142.

Six over one

hundred thirty-eight or one twenty-third of the difference, (964), which
equals 41.

The new number would then be 2-892 plus 41 or 2-933·

This system of numbering new cccounts is logicE'l fnd eE.sily
explained.

To prove the method, let us briefly look again at the

"Saddler" and "Sailor" eccount.s , above.

One hundred thirty weB given

the mathematical difference between the two.
21.!Ei£.

a? Ibid.

2'8
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We need be concerned only with the "dd" in "Saddler" 8nd the "il"
in "Sailor"; the first two letters of each neme ere the seme . The letters
that follow are irrelevl?nt to our computetion.
Arithmetically, how many accounts cen come between "dd" and "11"1
F1rst, there are 22 accounts from "de" through "dz."
the "e"

Then t~t(;~;e sr'e,11 of

accounts - "ea", "eb", "ec", and so on, of which there ETe 26.

There are then 26 IIf"accounts, 26 "g" accounts, end 26 "h" Eccounts.
Added to all of these are the 12 accounts up to "iI."

Listing ell of

these, we have:
From "dd" through "dz"
All "e" accounts
All "f" accounts
All "g" accounts
All "h" accounts
"i" accounts to "11"
Total ....•....

22
26
26
26
26
12
138

If names are identical, or so close together as to require

E

three-letter interpolation, an arbitrary figure may be used to separpte
the accounts.

If would seem, in most instances, 11, the intervel used

for group accounts, should be sufficient.
For example, if we wanted to insert the name "Saf.LrLght-" between
"Sailor - Operating," cccount number 3-878, end "Salter" account number
4-842, a three-letter interpolc:tion would be needed:
S-a-1-1-0-r
S-a-i-l-R-i-g-h-t
S-a-L-t-e-r
While it is mathematically possible to mBke such an interpolation,
it is not practical to do so.

"S8ilright" ia

80

close to "Seilor" thet

we simply add 11 to 3-878 end assign 3-889 as the new number.
As stated, the figure 11 is arbitrary.

Any other uneven

- 33 reasonable f'Lgur-e may be used.

For example, in an area where there are

a great many "Anderson 1 s", a gap of 21 or 31 might be left between
similar "Anderson'sl1 names.

Or a bank may choose to leave a gf'.pof 41

between all names that are almost identical.

It is suggested, however,

that all account numbers be interpolated, as above, unless the names are
very close together.
This method of assigning account numbers is simpler than it
appears to be at first glance.
difficult.

A two-letter interpolation is not

Whenever names are almost Ldent IcaL (which a.lweys require

three-letter

interpolation),

an arbitrE'ry figure, such

8S

8

11, is added

to or subtracted from the Fdjecent Dccount.
Nevertheless,

this system of Essigning numbers, while by no means

extremely complicated,

is the most involved of the three alpha-numeric

methods presented here.

Counterbalancing this is the fact that the

assignment of numbers is as precise as anyone could reasonably want it
to be.
The next numbering system that will be explained, is essentially
the same as the one that waS developed by Mr. John C. Shea, Vice President
of the Whitney National Bank of New Orleans.
The system is based on the idea of using the telephone directory
to assign account numbers.

Each column of names in the directory is

numbered and, in effect, each name in the directory is numbered.
The procedure for numbering the columns in the telephone directory
is as fOllows:23
1.

Determine the most active letter in the directory.
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2.

count the number of columns under that letter.

3.

Divide

under

into

999,999; this

a column value.

will yield

4.

the number of columns

Beginning

with the letter "A", number each column

this letter, using the ascending

(as,

column vsIue

000, 5000, 10000 and so on).

5.

again with the letter "B" number the

Beginning

000
columns

in the same way - 000, 5000,10000,15

Continue

.,.

until every column under every letter in the

directory has been numbered.
How well does thiS work in practice?

Assume that we find the

letter "8" to be the most active in the directOry·
under this letter.

There ere 192 columns

Dividing 192 into 999,999 we arrive et 5,208.

This

We then number the columns under each letter in
is rounded

t o 5 ,000.

the alphabet,

starting

each time from "000."

Using the column value, (in thiS illustration,
determine

the spacing between

5000),

we can

each name in the directory.

Most telephone directories bave £rom 110 to 112 n.mes in eacb
column.

The directOry in our example baS 110 113mes. It follows th8t

the dlstonce between eacb name in tbe directory will be

5,000

divided

by 110, or 45.

Theoretically, we Mve

nOW numbered every nome in the directory.

Numbers in the first column run 045, 090, 135, and so forth.
the second column run 5-

Numbers 1n

, 5-090, 5-135 ..., in the tbird column 10-045,

045

10-090,

10-135

.. ,

We could actuallY go thrOugh tbe directOry and assign a number to
every name.

There is, however, a much eaSier metbod.

Since the

- 35 separation between names is the same for each column, we need only print
This
a "strip" showing the number that would be alongside each name.
cardboard strip ie, of course, printed with the seme spacing a8 used in
the telephone directory.

(See Figure

3.)

To assign a number, all that is necessary is to lay this strip
beside t

he appropriate column, find the name, and add the number as shown

If the name is not in the directory,
by the strinr to the column number.
we take the nearest one to it and increase or decrease the number by an
appropriate amount.
For example, a number is to be assigned to Michael C. Abraham.
~
in the telephone book, 1ay th e
We find his n~~e
cOlumn, and read "4864" opposite hd s name.

r P a ongs ide that
til

6

The number at the top of tbe

Adding 4,864 to 20,000 we have 24-864, the new account
column is 20 ,0 00.
number.
It is easy to see that the column value may be assigned
arbitrarily.

AnY value maY be used, SO long .8 the total of all columns

for any letter will not exceed 999,999.

If, for instance, we used en

aScending value of 1000, we would have a 9 "spread" between ee.ch name
(1,000 divided by 110).
If we use 2000, we would have a spread of 18.

For many banks

this would surely be adequete for a long time to come, because it is a
apread not merely between BCCOUUt numbers, but between eacb name in the
tele p h one C'.kectory.
The Wbitney system has the advantage of being simple and yet
highly accurate in the assignment of ne~ account numbers.
drawback is that the ._

One minor

telephone bOok must be used indefinitely; it
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F'Lg, 3 _ Account

Nl.mlber Assignment

from the Telepbone

Book
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- 37 cannot be changed from one year to the next.

'['he
initial numbering of

accounts obviously requires more effort than many systems do, but once
that is done, there is no problem of interpolation and no difficulty at
all in the assignment of new numbers.
The next system to be presented here was designed by Mr. A. J.
Vogel" Vice President of the Central National Bank in Chicago, and his
staff.

The mathematics were analyzed and verified by Arthur Andersen

and Company, Certified Public Accountants.
The basic considerations that this system was designed to meet
are listed below:
1.

Accounts to be in alphabetic as well as numeric sequence.

2.

No alphabetic prefix.

3. Maximum of six digits (999,999) for the entire
alphabet in recognition of the possible use of electronics.

4. Sufficient expansion to provide for at least twice
the present number of accounts.

5. Computation and assignment of new Eccount numbers
to be simple and fast.

6. Multiple accounts of the same depositor to remain
together in the account file with each identified by a
separate number.
It is important to mention that assurance was made that all
present accounts were in correct alphabetical crder before data was
compiled.
The Central National method of assigning new account numbers is
very easy.
accounts_

New accounts are simply placed halfway between the two old
For examnle. an account is opened for Daniel A. Mellin.

11'.1"

'I,

- 38 This falls between "Mallory" and "Moore."

The work card shown in figure

four is used to determine Mellin's number.
Fig. 4 - Account Numbering Work Card
No. 423-944
Mellin

Name

Daniel A.

First Account

Mallory---------

423-880

Second Account

Moore-----------

424-008

Total

847-888

Divide by 2

423-944

I'

I,'

If a new account falls between two major gaps where there is

8.

contingent card, the new number is placed between the contingent card
number and the next account number:
Arnold Jeffries
Contingent Account
J. C. Jonathen

24-288
24-416
24-544

The new account would be number 24-480, halfway between the
contingent account and "Jonathan."
Clearly, the Central National system is the easiest to install
and easiest to operate of any of the elpha-numeric systems described in
this material.

There is little doubt that it would be adequate for

almost any be-nk; it could well be adopted by larger benks by utilizing
a smaller expansion factor or utilizing more then six digits for the
e-lphabet.
This method, however, does not provide the expansion capacity of
either the Crocker or Whitney systems.

",I

- 39 It is interesting to note that the mathematical research by
Arthur Ande rseu and Company resulted in their conclusion that the
probability of having seven new accounts felling between two existing
accounts in such a manner the.t a fraction would occur, is less than 1
in 50,000.24

In view of the fact that extreme conservation has been

exercised both in using a probability figure of 1 in 50,000, and also
in basing the solution ~n allowing no more thaD seven accounts in an
interval, it is felt that the account numbers "Willeesily endure for
25 yea.rs.25

24Alvin J. Vogel, "Numeric Coding - A New Concept in Coding
Commerc ial Checking Accounts," Audi tgram, December 1956, p, 8.
25Ibid.

CHAPTER VI

PROVING DIGIT
The next step in perfecting an account numbering system is the
development of a proving digit that is added to the account number
sUffix.

88

a

The high speed of a computer system is of no value if it is not

accurate, since it is no more than a single posting system.

The

combination of the proving digit end the computer's ability to check
that digit constitutes a safeguard which has permitted preliminary

26

applications to banking to be virtually infallible.

The six methods that will be presented in the following material
do not limit the range of proving digit formulas,

They are presented to

represent typical examples of the most efficient systems.27
There are several terms which need to be defined before describing
and evaluating the various proving digit (hereafter known as check digit)
systems.

There are seven of these terms which are briefly defined below:
1.

Transcription ~

(This is an error in indexing a

digit in its own column.)
Example of error:

o

for a 1, 2, 3J 4, etc.
1 for a 0, 2, 3J 4, etc.
2 for a 0, 1, 3J 4, etc.

26Robert Duphor ne , "Account Number-Lng
. - Developing the Proving
Digit," Auditgram, April 1958, p. 8.
270. B. Gardner, Check Digit Systems, A Report to the NationE,l
Cash Register Company managers in the United Stetes and Canada, (Dayton,
Ohio: National Cash Register Company, July 8, 1959), p. ii.
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- 41 2.

Trans£osition Error (This an interchange of two

disits 1n
. adjacent columns.)

457843 for 45§143

Example of error:

3.

8657~ for 86572!

Double Transposition Error (This is en interchange of

digits 1n
. alternate columns.)
Examples of error:

4.

I ~ II

I·,'

Random Error (A combination of two or more of the

above or any error not covered by the above.)
Weights

(The .mount by which e<ch digit is multiplied

5.
to arrive at a product.)
Example:
4
5

~7

7
8
4
2 equalS Number
~6~----~~
__----~4~----~3~----~2
equalS Weights

28 plus 30 plus 35 plUS 32 plUS 12 plUS 4 equals 141 Sum
6.
to

~dulus

. rlve
Elr
.

Example..

(The number which is used to divide the sum

at a remainder.)
1 1 divided by 10 equalS 1

4

141 divided by

4

plus 1 remain er
d

9 equalS 15 plus 6 remainder

141 divided by 11 equals 12 plus 9 remainder

7.

Check Di6it (In the examples shown in tbis thesiS, •

check digit is a number which is included as part of the account
number.

When this check digit is added to the sum of the

products

(weights X account number digitS) it will produce •

number which divided by the moduluS will give e rem.inder of
zero. )
In the examples shOwn under tbe definition of modulus, the first
uses modulus 10. The check digit therefOre is 9, since the
eXample

- 42 addition of this number to the sum 141 will result in the number 150,
which is evenly divisible by 10.
The second example uses modulus 9·

The check digit is 3,

because 141 plus 3 equals 144, which is evenly divisible by 9.
Tbe third example uses modulus 11.

The check digit is 2,

because 141 plus 2 equals 143, which is evenly divisible by 11.
As mentioned

1n the beginning of this chapter six check digit

systems will be presented.
System 2, and

80

These systems will be cLr ssified

E'8

System 1,

on, for illustr&tion purposes.

System 1
This system has been used quite prevalently on punch c8rd
Installations.28
In order to present the adequacy of the system insofar as
error detection, a brief summary is given below:
1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2
10
100%

Weights •..
Modulus ...
3. Transcription Errors detected
4. Transposition Errors detected .
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected . " . • . .
1.
2.

97.&fo
None

900/0

An example is given below to illustrate the application of
\-ieightsand the calculation of the check digit.
Account Number
Weights

4

5

7

=l

~2~

=1

8

4

~2~ __ ~1~

3
;2

4 plus 10 plus 7 plus 16 plus 4 plus 6
280. B. Gardner, Check Digit Systems, A Report to the National
Cash Register Company managers in the United States and Canade, (Dayton,
Ohio: National Cash Regiter Company, July 8, 1959), p. 3·

- 43 In this method of calculation each individual digit is added to arrive
at the sum, i. e., 4 plus 1 plus 0 plus 7 plus 1 plus 6 plus 4 plus 6
equals 29, therefore the check digit is 1.

This is determined by

dividing 29 by 10 which equals 2 with a remainder of 9. By adding 1
to the remainder 9, we produce a number that is divisible by 10 with
remainder of zero.
this chapter.)

8

(See definition of check digit at the beginning of

The complete account number now becomes 457843-1.

System 2
This system was designed to detect 100% of all transcription
errors:29

...... . ·
. .. .··
. .
..

. · ·
Weights
. .
Modulus
·
3. Transcription Errors detected
4. Transposition Errors detected
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected
· ·
l.
2.

.

1,

3, 1, 3,

1, 3

10
100%
88. CJ{o
None
90 %

·

The following example will illustrate the calculation of the
check digit:
Account Number
Weights

4

5

7

~1

3~

=1

8

4

2

~3~ __ ~1~ __ ~}

4 plus 15 plus 7 plus 24 plus 4 plus 6 equals 60 Sum
(Sixty divided by 10 equals 6 plus 0 remainder; therefore, 0 is the check
digit.)

The complete account number now becomes 457842-0.

System 3
This system was designed to detect 100% of all transposition
errors:30

29 Ibid., p. 4.

30Ibid., p. 5.

- 44 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2

vleigbts . . .
Modulus ...
3. Transcription Errors detected
4. Transposition Errors detected •
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected . . . . .
l.

2.

10

87%
100%

88.9%
9Cf{o

The following example will illustrate the calculation of the
check digit:
Account Number
Weights

4-

5
6

7

8

7
5

2
2

4
3

4

28 plus 30 plus 35 plus 32 plus 12 plus 4 equals 141 Sum
(One hundred forty-one divided by 10 equals 14 plus 1 remainder; therefore,

9 is the check digit.)

The complete account number now becomes 457842-9.

System 4
31
This system was designed e.san improvement on System 3:
Weights o.
..•..•...
Modulus.
. • . . . . .
3. Transcription Errors detected
4. Transposition Errors detected
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected . . . . .

9, 8, 7, 4, 3, 2

1.
2.

10
94.5%
100%

88.9%
9afo

The following example will illustrate the calculation of this
check digit.
Account Number
Weights

4

5

2

8

7
7

8
4

4
3

2
2

36 plus 40 plus 49 plus 32 plus 12 plus J+ equals 173 Sum
(One hundred seventy-three divided by 10 equals 17 plus 3 remainder;
therefore 7 is the check digit.)

3IIbid., p. 6.

- 45 5

~stem

This is a further improvement on System 4:32
Weights . . .
Modulus ...
3. Transcription Errors detected
4. Transposition Errors detected
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected
. . . .

1,

l.

3, 7, 1, 3, 7
10
100%

2.

88.9%
88·910
90%

The following example will illustrate the calculation of this
check digit:
Account Number 4
Weights
~1

5
~3

7
~7

8

4
~3~

1~

2

~1

4 pluB 15 plus 49 plus 8 plus 12 plus 14 equals 102 Sum
(One hundred two divided by 10 equals 10 plus 2 remainder; therefore 8 is
the check digit.)
System 6
This system was designed to catch all transcription and
transposition

errors:33

....

...

. . .
Weights • .
Modulus •.
3. Transcription Errers detected
4. Transposition Err~r8 detected
5. Double Transposition Errors detected
6. Random Errors detected . . . . .
l.
2.

•

•

•

l'

•

•

•

•

7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2
11

•

100%
100%

100%
91%

The following example will i1lustrete the cc,lculEtion of tbis
check digit:
Account Number
Weights

4

5
6

7
5

8
4

4
3

2
2

28 plus 30 plus 35 plus 32 plus 12 plus 4 equals 141Sum
(One hundred forty-one divided by 11 equals 12 plus 9 remainder; therefore,
2 is the check digit.)

32~.,

p.

7.

33lE.!:..9..,

p.

8.

- 46 It is obvious that this system is the best one shown for detecting
errors.

(See Table 1 for summary.)

There is one fact which must be

considered when using system 6 which is not present in the other systems
shown.

This system is based on modulus eleven (division by eleven).
The purpose of the calculation shown in the above example is to

arrive at a number which, including the check digit, is en even multiple
of eleven or which, when divided by eleven, produces a zero r-emafnde.r
,
Therefore, if during the calculation originally necessary to determine
the check digit, the remainder 1 is produced after the division by
eleven, then an account number which produces this result cannot be used,
because it would require the addition of a two-digit number (10) to
arrive at a final sum which is evenly divisible by eleven.
A two-digit check number cannot be used with this system.34
Therefore, any account number which requires the check digit (10) is
inadmissable.

This means that under a straight numeric system, Fpproxi-

mately every eleventh account number cannot be assigned.
In an alpha-numeric

system we have the same problem because once

the interval 1s decided, it will be found that about

9%

of the account

numbers have the limitation of requiring the inedmissable check number

10. However, this problem can be readily overcome in en alpha-numeric
system by simply using the next highest or lowest account number which
differs by one from the unusable number.

- 47 TABLE -·1
SUMMARY OF ERRORS DETECTED BY CHECK DIGIT SYSTEMS
Transcr:iptionlTransposition
Error
Error
Percente.ge Percentage

System

Random
Double
Transposl.tion Error
Pctge.
Percentage
None
90.0

1. Weights (1,2,1,2,1,2)
Modulus 10

100.0

97.b

2. Weights (1,3,1,3,1,3)
Modulus 10

100.0

88.9

None

90.0

3. Weights (7,6,5,4,3,2)
Modulus 10

87.0

100.0

88.9

90.0

4. Weights (9,8,7,4,3,2)
Modulus 10

9~.5

100.0

88.9

90.0

5. Weights (1,3,7,1,3,7)

100.0

88.9

88.9

90.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

91.0

Modulus 10

6. Weights (7,6,5,4,3,2)
Modulus 11

It is importent to note that the percentages of error, shown for
each system above, refer only to the combination of digits which can
produce an erroneous
detect.

account number which the check digit system will

It must be understood that these percenteges do not refer to

the statistical

frequency with which each type of error occurs.

The check digit verification

system used is limited to verifying

check digits calculated on e maximum of 11 weighted digits in the account
number.

This mee.ns that a 12 digit account number, which includes the

check digit, can be fully weighted.

Any digits above 11 cannot be

included in the check digit ce.lculation.35
After analyzing the preceding pages pertaining to the check
digit systems it appears quite obvious that
35 Ibid., p. 10.

p

check digit is necessClry.

- 48 Mr. Duphorne expressed

digit

in the first

very well,

paragraph

the need and the edequacy of the check

of this

chapter.

CHAPTER VII

ASSIGNMENT OF ACCOUNT Nill4BERS
With the background

information presented in the earlier

chapters we are now ready to analyze the trading area for the major
Indianapolis department

stores in order to arrive at a numbering

system that is suitable as well as adequate for a store or group of
stores for the next 25 to 30 years.

It must function satisfactorily

over a long period of time to make the system economical.
Some of the major questions that must be answered are:
1.

What has been the past rate of population growth for

the trading area?

This should be analyzed in terms of growth

for the city, county, and surrounding counties.
2.

How do neighboring communities affect the trading area?

3. Will the numbering system provide for long term or
short term accounts, or both?

If there are a number of short

term accounts, will it be necessary to provide for a greater
number of numbers due to the frequent closing of accounts?

4.

What has been the pest rate of growth for the dHferent

types of accounts?

Based on past growth, what is expected in

terms of numbers of accounts 25 to 30 years hence?

5. Incidence of letter recurrence could possibly be
considered

an important item?

Will a particular section of

the ledger have a greater rate of account openings and closings
than other sections?

- 49 -
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6. Will it be necessary to reassign account numbers?
If a sufficient quantity of numbers are provided in the
initial installation, this may not be necessary.
the initial installation

If after

it is found that a particular

section of the ledger is running out of available account
numbers, the move may then be made to analyze inactive
accounts for latest activity.

A policy decision would then

be necessary as to the period of inactivity.

It mey be

decided that all account numbers with three years of
inactivity will be closed, the customers notified, and the
numbers made available for re-issue.
re-issuing

The adventage from

numbers is the reduced workload of account

ini'ormation being processed through the computer.
account remains open, even though there

hES

If an

been no activity,

it must still be analyzed at the time of statement billing.

7. What type of numbering system should be installed?
If an alpha-numeric

system, what space "gap" will be provided

between numbers?

8. How long will it take to install the system and what
modulus and weights should we use to compute the check digit?
An analysis

prerequisite

of populetion growth for the trading area is a

to establishing

store or group of stores.

an account numbering system for a department

- 51 Unlike many of the nation's leading centrel cities which failed
to show a population
36

an 11.5% rate.

increase in the past decade, Indianapolis grew by

This over-all city growth, consisting of 43,291 persons

was aided considerably

by annexation and development of thirteen square

miles during the past decade.37
Outside the city of' Indianapolis but within Marion County a
mushroomlike

growth in population continues unabated, increasing et e

76.4% rate from 124,604 persons in 1950 to 219,748 persons on April 1,
1960.38

Comparing the preliminary

1950 and 1940 enumerations

data of the 1960 U. S. Census to the

we find t.he population of Marion County,

which includes the city of Indianapolis and more accurately represents
the major portion of the trading area for the larger department stores,
to have increased considerably.

In 1940 the Census of Marion County waS

460,926; in 1950 it was 551,777; and in 1960 the preliminary report was
697,567.39

From 1940 to 1950 the population of Marion County increased

80,851 or 17.3%.40

From 1950 to 1960 the increase was 145,790 or 26.4%.41

36Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, Population of Marion County,
Indiana, by Minor Civil Divisions - 1940, 1950, 1960, (Indianapolis,
Indiana:
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, December 8, 1960) quoting
the U. S. Census ~reliminary results, 1960.
37Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, "population Growth, 1950196o," News Briefs, (Indianapolis, IndiBna: Indianapolis Chember of
Commerce, August 1960), p. 1.
38Ibid., p. 4.
39Indienapolis Chamber of Commerce, Eopu18tion of Marion County,
Indiana, by Minor Civil Divisions - 1940, 1950, 1960, (Indiana._polis,
Indiana:
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, December 8, 1960) quoting
the U. S. Census preliminary results, 1960., po 1.
40Ibid.
41Ibid.

- 52 This means, for the span of time between 1940 to 1950, the mean everage
rate of growth per annum was 1.73% as compared with 2.64% between 1950
and 1960.
It is important to note that Marion County does not stand alone
with a large increase in population.

The seven counties, Boone, Hamilton,

Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Morgan, and Shelby, immediately surrounding
Mar-Lon County have had comparable increases.

When considering these

seven counties with Marion County, we find the population to have
increased from 727,122 in 1950 to 935,252 in 1960, an increase of 28.6%
or a mean average annual rate increase of 2.86%.42
Since Indianapolis

is by far the lergest city within the trading

area described above, it is not seriously effected by business decisions
made at the local level by the surrounding small cities and towns.
Should the numbering
within its boundaries
accounts?

system that is being prepared include

provisions for short term as well es long term

Why should an account number be issued for the installment

type of account, such as a Deferred contract or a TPA (Time Payment
Account), when it will be closed three months to two years later-when the customer makes his finel payment?

If account numbers were

issued for Buch short term accounts wouldn't this be

8

serious

waste of numbers when conSidering a numbering system that must endure
for 25 or 30 years?
With these questions in mind let us pause a moment and
briefly analyze what might normally happen in so far as the number
1~2

Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, "Population Growth, 19501960," News Briefs, (Indianapolis, Indiana: Indianapolis Chamber of
Commerce, August 1960), p. 4.

- 53 of accounts that might be opened and closed for the different types of
accounts within

department

€I

store.

For purposes of illustration an analysis was prepared by type
and number of accounts of one of the larger Indianapolis department
stores.

In this example the number of accounts by type as well as the

total number of accounts have been distorted by predetermined percentage
figures in order to protect the confidential nature of the information.
However, distorted

as this information may be for the store mentioned

above, the material

is still us abLe in this analysis for planning

purposes.
Assume on January 1, 1954 one of the larger Indianapolis stores
had 170,000 accounts which consisted of 120,000 "Thirty Day" accounts
(balance payable every 30 days), 30,000 "Flexible" accounts (carrying
charge computed monthly on the unpaf.d balance), and 20,000 "Inatal.Iment;"
accounts (purchase of a specific item or items to be paid over
of time--carrying

charge is computed monthly).

8

period

On December 31, 1954

this store had 125,300 "Thirty Day" accounts, 34,400 "F'Ie
xfb.Le" accourrta,
and 19,100 "Installment"

accounts.

However, throughout the year, 1954,

it had opened 9., 600 IIThirty Day" accounts, 8, 800 "Flexible" accounts, and
23,600 "Installment"

accounts.

As this indicates, an account numbering

system would have to provide for many more accounts than the yeer end
total of active accounts indicates.
Preparing

a table for this information plus similar information

for the years 1955 through 1959, it is easy to visualize what might
happen in the issuance of numbers.
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TABLE

2

NUNBER OF ACTIVE AND CLOSED ACCOUNTS BY TYPE FOR A SELECTED STORE
JANUARY 1, 1954 TO JANUARY 1, 1960
Year

30 Day

Flexible

Installment

Total
--

Jan. 1, 1954

120,000

30,000

20,000

170,000

New Accounts

9,600

8,800

23,600

42,000

Jan. 1, 1955

129,600

38,800

43,600

212,000

New Accounts

11,100

9,200

25,000

45,300

Jan. 1, 1956

140,700

48,000

68,600

257,300

New Accounts

11,000

21,600

22,400

55,000

Jan. 1, 1957

151,700

69,600

91,000

312,300

New Accounts

12,000

9,000

19,600

40,600

Jan. 1, 1958

163,700

78,600

110,600

352,900

New Accounts

14,000

15,400

19,000

48,400

Jan. 1, 1959

177,700

94,000

129,600

401,300

New Accounts

8,800

10,500

18,500

37,800

Jan. 1, 1960

186,500

104,500

148,100

439,100

From available

-

~-

..

statistics for this depBrtment store the total

number of active accounts was found to be 190,000 on January 1, 1960, or
249,100 accounts less than the number of accounts opened, as shown in
Table II on January 1, 1960.

Basing e projection on this six-year period

of time would mean that it would be necessary to provide a numbering
system that would accommodate
per year or 1,350,000
assumption

approximately 45,000 new 8ccount numbers

new accounts over the next thirty years.

The

is that account numbers will not be re-assigned to new

accounts after the old accounts are closed.

The same account number
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the re sp
custODler as long as the ,'cc
:remains
with the same

remains open, snd

ProVid'

ror payment remains the same. In addition to
onsibility
,numbers
for new accounts, provisions must be made
lng 1,350 000

for

e. growth factor.
cornponu
,ng area) shOuld be adequate when"" consider thiS
g:rO'Nchof the trad"
e
g,-",.~
a a much slower rate, credit-\fiS ,than the
-...,has been growing t
" ...
h in p opulation of its trading area.
the above factors into consideratiOn"'" find that ..
When taking
mu.stprovide f
or
!leVI

accounts

The
1,
3,000 equals 85.~ timeS 190,000) or e total provision of
t"
J.mes 2.86%
numbers to be used within the next thirty years.
t
70
account
ximum
numbers ",oul probablY be the me
the thiS
d
iasuanCe of
this many
In reality tbere will be somewbat fewer numbers
stOl:'
e would issue.
Cust
because, in many caseS one number will represent a
issued than this
total.
we or more types of accounts, tberefore, reducing the
Olllerwith t

ccount numbers issued
nfl.ted
a period o£ yearS, thUS adding t 0 the
lll:any
"lnstallment 11 accounts o-rer
.
Of
1 acc

or account openingS.

(If tbe custooer baS twO types

figure f
Ounts

and decides to close

activ-e as is
explained later.)
'6 point of time a decision must be reacned sS to ~n.t
At th'
numbering
Vlillit be
system is best for thiS department store.
tyPe Of
a
NumeriCS, Modified Alpb. NumeriCS, or Alpb NumericS
cn
Straight
!
examining tbe advantageS .nd disadvsntages of ee

care full
sYst

ern it a"s

y opinion
my

that an AlphS NumeriC System best ..,ets tbe

- 56 needs of this department
provides

immediate

store.

It is especially

account authorization

compatible

alphabetically

as well as to lend itself to "cycle" billing

in that it

or numericelly

under present merchanical

procedures.
Having
determine
numbers
analysis

selected

what number

an Alpha Numeric

"gap" interval to leave between present

in order to provide

digit number

number.

number of account numbers issued for

not exceed

1,703,000 over the next thirty
for e.t least

for assurance.

A check digit is necessary

8S

As long as there is the possibility

purposes.

to sort at various

is the maximum

(saleschecks

store
that

and

for cycle sorting and

(A cycle sorting number would be of no value under

automated

now been utilized

to sort the media

two digits should be provided

manually,

equipment.

seven-

to prove the accuracy

well as a digit for type of eccount;this

for a while it may be necessary

a completely

B

serving the needs of this store another digit can be

has three types of accounts.

billing

8ccount

To erase any doubt of the adequacy of e seven-

of the account number

credits)

to

It is known from the

This would indicete the need for providing

digit account

provided

for future accounts.

above that the maximum

this store would probably
year-a,

system it is necess&ry

system since the computer would be "programmed"

digits of the account number.)
for the account number.

Twelve digits have

A twelve-digit

account number

number of digits that cen be read with present electronic

By utilizing

twelve digits the account number will cppeer

follows:

11

-- 55 426 323

1
Type of

-----C~y~c~l-e-----Account Number

Account

Billing

Unit

9

Check Digit

f'S

- 57 With the utilization of eight digits for en account number this makes
possible 99,999,999 numbers that can be asSigned

8S

account numbers.

The

available numbers (99,999,999) could be divided by total number of present
active accounts to arrive at a "gap" interval between numbers.

However,

it is very important to develoP a "gap" interval that is equally divisible
by two to the last digit.

Therefore, since eight digits Ere being

utilized it is advantageouS to select the largest "gap" intervE'lthet is
equally divisible by two but when multiplied times the 190,000 available
active accounts will not exceed 99,999,999.

The largest "gap" interval

that is equally divisible by two in this example is 512.

When multiplying

512 times 190,000 accounts we find that 97,280,000 numbers of the available
99,999,999 numbers "'ill be used.
equally by two into 256, 128,

64,

A. "gap" interval
32, 16, 8,

4,

or' 512 can be divided

and 2.

account number assignments without fractions occurring.

This £eci1itates

Wben assigning

a new account number we simply folloW the same procedure as the Central
National Bank did in an earlier chapter, i. e., locate the correct
alphabetical

"gap" interval

then divide tbe number "gap" by two; the

dividend will be the neW account number.

The Cincinnati Charge-Plate
37

ABsociation developed

B

"gap" interval

of 880.

They simply took the

total available numbers and divided them by total number of 8ccounts.
This "gap" interval can creete problema in that it 1s not equally
divisible by two, i. e., 440, 220, 110, 55, 27·5, and so on.

37James G. JacobS, "Reply to Questionnaire Regerding The John
Shillito Company Account Numbering System," Cincinnati, Ohio, January

10, 1961.

- 58 The assignment

of account numbers to short term 2ccounts is no
If an individu£ll has a "30 Day"

problem

under the recommended

account

and wants to open an "Installment"

another

plastic

different

proposal.

account we merely

credit plate with the same account number but with a

number for type of account.

The only time that it is necessary

to issue a new account number is when the responsibility
payment

for account

changes.
In the above proposal
any burdensome

not create
provided

between

the incidence

problems.

of letter recurrence

each of the present accounts, provision

of the accounts.

will eutomatically
greater

8

share

In addition to having an equal "gap" between numbers

the number of openings
is broken

should

Since a "gap" of 512 will be

be made for those letters of the alphabet representing

year

issue

and closings of accounts by "cycle" (alphabet

down into sixteen alphabetical

groups) were analyzed

for the

1959 without finding any significant percentage deviations between

the cycles.
Wbat check digit system should be used?

With reference

Chapter VI, Proving Digit, six check digit systems were briefly
The advantages

and disadvantages

Chapter VI, it is recommended
eleven

and weights

of

were listed for each.

Referring

to
of

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2 be used.

account numbers to the present

accounts.

the task of assigning

The follow:lng procedure,

would seem to be the most practical

the long run:

outlined.

that system number six with a modulus

There are a number of ways to accomplish

however,

to

and most economical

over
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Contract

equipment

one of the major accounting

companies,

such as the National

Company

or International

computer

time necessary

Business

Cash Register

Machines,

for assigning

machine

for electronic

the account nl®bers

and check digits.
2.

Thoroughly

placing

examine

every account

all Accounts

by:

days to prepare

customer

8

number,

and authorized

4.

Forward

Flexowriter

one above, to the National

prepared

for

paper tFpe of every E'ccount

address, type of account,

billing

Business

or similar equipment

punched

name, customer

International

ledgers,

in exact alphabeticalsequence.

3. Lease five Flexowriters
thirty

Receivable

cycle

purchases.

tape, as contracted
CFsb Register

in number

Company

or

Macllines wbere a new tape will be

electronically

by correlating

the correct

account

number pluS a check digit with each account on the FlexOwriter

5.

tape.
As a by-product

additional
the plastiC

from operation

tapes can be prepared
customer

number four above,

for purposes

credit plates as well as the metal

Speedornat plates that are used for mailing
store" s Addressograph

of embossing

purposes

in the

Department.

6. Every effort must be made to keep this period of
conversion

to a minimum

costs througb

in order to reduce errors

as little confusion

88 p08sible.

end

- 60 The proposal set forth above applies specifically to an
individual store, however, with minor changes it can be applied to a
group of stores such as the Indianapolis Ch8xga-Plate Association.
The Indianapolis Charga-Plate Associetion, (a centrel office
maintaining

8.

central file of all credit customers for such stores sa

L. S. Ayres and Company, W. H. Block end Company, H. P. W£1sson pnd
Company, and others), had approximately 400,000 eccount cards or
38
approximately 550,000 account notations on file April 14, 1959.
Approximately
annually.39

40,000 new accounts were being added to this number
This would mean e net addition of 40,000 account numbers,

if numbers of closed accounts were not re-issued to new customers.
Therefore if 400,000 is selected as the representative figure for account
number issuance instead of 550,000, which represents account notations,
we can more accurately predict the quantity of numbers that will be needed
over the next thirty years.

Beginning with 400,000 accounts and adding

to this figure 40,000 new accounts per year, the Charge-Plate Association
could expect to issue a minimum of 1,600,000 account numbers over the
next thirty years.

If a trading area growth factor of 2.86% per annum

was provided as was mentioned earlier in the chapter, the issuance of
numbers would be much greater.

Applying 2.86% per annum or 85.8% (thirty

years) to the base figure of 400,000 accounts, we find it necessC'ry to
provide for approximately 2,000,000 account numbers.

An account number

similar in nature to the one recommended for the individual store should
38Annette Short, "Methods of Asaigning Account Numbers," A Report
to the Indianapolis Charge-Plate Associates by the Shaw-Walker Company,
IndianapOlis, Indiana, April 14, 1959, p. 5·
39Annette Short, "Pertinent Considerations to the Assignment of
Account Numbers," A letter to .JohnBarnett, Manager of The Merchcnts
Association, Indianapolis, Indiana, May 25, 1959, p. 1.

- 61 be adopted.

Again we have 99,999,999 possible account numbers to be

spread over the approximate 400,000 present accounts.

Keeping in mind

that a number Ilgep" should be established that is equally divisible by
two, we select a "gap" of 128.

By selecting 128 as the number "gap"

there will be 51,200,000 usable account numbers of an I:)vailable99,999,999.
The next higher number "gap" of 256 cennot be used beceuse it would then
be necessary

to establish

a nine-diSit

number.

However, a "sap" of

128

will be sufficient to accomplish its designed purpose over the next thirty
years.

(Under a group plate

account number for all
at anyone

stores

of the stores

iSsuance the customer would have the same
and eS long es their

in the Cherse-Plate

account remained active

group, the account number

would remain active.)
The same modulus and account number weights ae recommended for the
computation of the check digit

for the individual

store

ahould be

adopted for the Charga-Plate Association.
A procedure similar to that recommended for eccount number
conversion

for the individual

store may with the following minor deviptions

be used for the Charge-Plate Association:

1.

Account names and addresses are typed from Flexowriters

or similar equipment on to continuous forms.
2.

Information concerning alternate and authorized

purchases, types of accounts, and ~

~

La treated es

variable data.
3- common language tape produced from original typing is
processed through computers which will assign account numbers
and calculate the check digit.

At the same time a new tape is

- 62 obtained

c onta:ining

sequence for

ell

e'1'l1boss:i.-:og

the information needed and in correct
plastic

credit

cards and Speedomat

p~e.tes.

4.
is

Used

The ne~
t~

a COntinuous

tape

imp:rint

that

was created

in number three above

-t.]:'le new record cards that were created on

form i 0

number one above.

CHAPTER VIII

TYPES OF NUMBERING PLANS
At the present time the majority of the major Indianapolis
department stores plus a number of smaller retail stores are members of
the Indianapolis Charga-Plate Association.

The Charga-Plate Association

is a central agency where credit information and notices of new credit
accounts are received daily from member stores.

This information is

processed and recorded on e permanent type account card for each credit
applicant.

The

account card is then filed alphabetically in the

Association's file and a metal credit plate is forwerded to the customer
for her shopping convenience.
If it is decided that an account numbering system is desireble
and worthy of the large investment, the department store thet waS used
as an example in Chapter VII c-an select one of two alternatives.

It

can work with the other larger members of the Charga-Plate Association
in establishing a group numbering system that will encompasS all member
store accounts or it can withdraw from the Association and establish
a numbering system of its own.

There are important advantages and

disadvantages to either decision.

If this store remained in the

Association and developed a group numbering system, it would theoretically
have an important advantage of instilling in the customer's mind the
need for only one credit plate to shop at all major stores.

The major

disadvantage of the group plate issuance as opposed to the individual

- 63 -

- 64 store plate issuance is cost.

Without a doubt, this store could mat nt afn

an individual numbering system and issue credit plates to its customers
at a much lower cost than group plate issuance.

This would seem quite

obvious because the Charga-Plate Association even though it maintains a
central agency performs many functions that could be accomplished as byproducts of other tasks at the individual store.

What was considered to

be a major advantage under group issuance above is considered to be a
major disadvantage to the individual store.

Presently, the member stores

of the Indianapolis Charga-Plate Association enjoy e very high carriage
rate of the Charga-Plate by their customers.

If the Char'g'e-P'Lat.e

Association was disbanded through member stores withdrawing and
establishing

individual numbering systems, this carriage rate might

change considerably.

What is now an excellent credit vehicle, (Cherge-

Plate), could become a nuisance in the mind of the credit customer if a
number of stores were to issue individual store credit plates.
The conversion from an alphabetical to an Alpha-Numeric system
may be done grHdually over a period of years in order to hold the initial
cost to a minimum or it may be accomplished completely within weeks.
Gradual conversion is the assignment of numbers to all accounts
at one time, but issuing numbered credit plates to the customer only
when an old account is changed or a new account is added.
Complete conversion would include the placing of numbers on the
account records, the creation of a tape for the making of plastic credit
cards and Speedaumat mailing plates, and the mailing of the credit cards
to the customers.

When considering the possible savings of sorting by

number, and with the reali zation that even efter five ye ere, pr-obaoLy

- 65 half or more
conversion

of the credit

may well be more practical

even though
Another
period

initially

important

be issued;

each.40

$.027 each

credit

as well as the customer

on

chapter, plastic credit cards should
.

It i6 slightly

credit plate issued by the Charge-Plete
case, would be approx.imetely $.0625

cards ere much cheaper, costing approx.imately

(costs vary widely depending

as indicated

during the conversion

metal plate is avall

The cost, including

Plastic

cost is involved.

able

a five-line

than the present

in the long run,

higher conversion

of the selesperson

in the previous

however,

Association.

and economical

cost which must be considered

the selling floor.
As implied

metal

a substantially

is the confusion

larger

cards would still have to be changed, complete

in Table 3).

on color combination

fnd quantity,

Plastic cerda neve several advantages

over

plates:
1.

They are widely

used and accepted.

2.

They are billfold

size, and men are more likely to

carry them.

3.

They are relatively

can be bent and do not give

4.

They are cheaper

unbreakable
a6

while metal plates

sharp an impression.

as noted below.

ating to Numbering
40 Herold J. Miller, "Summary of Factors Fel
of Customer Accounts," Indianapolis, Indiana, Ju.ne 11, 1959·

- 66 TABLE 3
QUOTATION OF PLASTIC CARD PRICES BY THE
ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH CORPORATION a
(PRICE FER 1,000 C~BD8)

1 Color
1 Side

2 Colors
1 Side

1 Color Front
1 Color Back

2 Color Front
1 Color Back

2 Color Front
2 Color Back

$32.30

$35.20

$29.70

$33.75

$28.25

26.82

22.98

25.99

27 .65

23.81

26.33

400M

22.79

25.65

27·01

23·47

24.72

26.00

500M

22.60

25.36

21.96

i

Quantity
Purchase
200M
300M

aThese prices are effective until March 18, 1961. They apply
specifically to the purchase of the CR-50 credit card with signature
panel.
Regardless of whether plastic cards or metal plates are numbered,
new imprinters will be required for the salee floor.

(The depertment

store that is being used as an example will require approximately 600
imprinters.)
from $22.5

These may be purchased or rented.

The purchase price varies
41
each to $33.00 each, pluS 6% Federal Excise Tax.
The price

0
varies according to the complexity of each model.

These imprinters may
42
be rented at e price that varies from $7.95 to $11.90 each, per ennum.
Beginning with the fourth year the rental is lowered to $.75 to $1.00
esch--depending

on the model. 43

In effect the Lessee is paying enough

rental in three years to cover the cost of the equipment.

If the Lessee

41Georg W. Collins, "Price Quotations for AddresBogrephe
Mu1tigraph PlastiC Card Equipment." Indianapolis, Indiana, January 11,
1961.

----

42Ibid.

- 67 or purchaser

of this equipment

desires

or seller he must pay an additional
complete

maintenance

the numbering
Association

was made ear~ier

of accounts.

the Charga-Plate

its own numbering

Association

incur approximately
of operation.
Assume
Association

with respect

$82,000.00

5

to

from the Charga-Plate
system, or it may remain with
stores in

system.
from the Association

as conversion

and esteblished

its

credit c er-da, it would

costs above its present

costs

for details.)

at this time that this store will remain in the Charge-Plate

and a group numbering

system will be installed.

group plan this store will be expected
conversion

that the department

alternatives

system and issued plastic

(See Figure

ink rOllers.44

replacing

and work with the other member

If this store withdrew
numbering

per annum for

in this material

It may withdraw

a group numbering

own account

per machine

here has one of two possible

and establish

establishing

$1.25

service which includes

The statement
store presented

to have it serviced by the Lessor

to pay approximately

costs above its present costs of operation.

Under the
$73,000.00

(See Figures

86

6

and

7 for detEtils.)
Having

carefully

analyzed

the daily costs of operation
present

time the operating

approximately

$.27

$.27

costs of the Charge-Plate

per plate notch to the individual

status of a customer

per change.

the present

$.27

is opened,

changes,

It is antiCipated

charge of

44Ibid•

costs we must now consider

after the system has been installed.

means that any time a new account
marital

the conVersion

Association
member

average

store.

an address changes,

the member

At the

or the

store pays apprOXimately

there will be very little change

per account change

This

in

due to the fect that the

-I

- 68 Fig. 5 - An Individual Store's Estimated
Conversion Costs of Numbering Accounts Receivable e
Quantity

Description of Item

1

Model 6732 Automatic Graphotype
(For embossing plastic cards)

1

Model 6440 Graphotype wI ~lpping
Device (Manually operated keyboard)

600

Model 12-17-1 Floor Imprinters wi
Station Plate (Assume tbat average
priced Imprinters are purchased)

Price Per Unit

Total

r-----------~--------------------------------~--------------$11,805.00
11,805.00
3,333.50

3,333.50

28.00

16,800.00

1,916.31

Federal Excise Tax, 6i, on above
eqUipment

5

Freight (approximate): F.O.B.
Cleveland

370.00

Annual Maintenance for Model 6732
Automatic Grapbotype

360.00

Leased Flexowriters or Similar
Equipment for 1 month
Creation of Punch Paper Tape

300.00

1,500.00

15.00 per M

2,850.00
6,000.00

New Accounts Receivable Ledger Cc,rds
and Transfer of Account Statistics
25.36 per M

9,636.80

5.60 per M

1,568.00

Embossing Plastic Cerda

25.00 per M

9,500.00

280M

Embossing Metal Plates

25.00 per M

7,000.00

140M

Printed Materials

15.00 per M

2,100.00

140M

Postage (mailing plastiC credit cards
to customer)

40.00 per M

5,600.00

380M

Plastic Carda (approximately 2 cards
per account number per type of account)

280M

Metal Plates (2 plates per account
number - 1 for direct mail and 1 for
statement billing)

380M

140M

Inserting Plastic Credit Cards in
10.00 per M
1,400.00
envelopes for mailing.
Est. Total Direct Conversion Cost for Individual Store $81,739.61

fii"'~ ~---------------_

- 69 BThese cost figures represent approximate price quotations by
the Addressograpb-Multigraph Corporation.

Fig. 6 - Estimated Conversion Costs of Numbering Accounts
Receivable for The Cbarga-Plate Association

Quantity

Description of Item

Price Per Unit

$23,900.00

Account Number Assignment and Tape
Preparation
1

2

1,10OM
800M

1, 100M

800M

400M
400M

Model 6732 Automatic Graphotype
(For embossing plastiC cards)

Total

$11,805.00

11,805.00 I

Federal Excise Tax on Model 6732 above

708.30

Freight (approximate): F.O.B. Cleveland

370.00

Annual Maintenance for Model 6732 above

360.00
1,800.00

Redi-Reference Cabinets
Plastic Cards (approximately 2 cards
per account number per type of account)

25.36 per M

27,896.00

4.85 per M

3,880.00

Embossing PlastiC Cards

25.00 per M

27,500.00

Embossing Mete.l Plates

25.00 per M

20,000.00

Printed MaterialS

15.00 perM

6,000.00

postage (mailing plastiC credit cerda
to customers)

40.00 per M

16,000.00

Metel Plates (2 plates per account
number _ 1 for direct mail and 1 for
statement billing)

10.00 per M
4,000.00
Inserting PlastiC Credit Cards in
envelopes for mailing
Estimated Total Direct Conversion Costs for
$144,219.30
Charga-Plate Association

I

- 70 Since the department store that is being used as an example
has approximately thirty-five per cent of the total accounts
(190,000 accounts divided by 550,000), it would be expected to
pay a minimum of thirty-five per cent of the conversion costs.
However, this cost might tend to be larger, dependIng on the
number of members that might agree to share such costs.
Fig. 7 - Estimated Conversion Costs of Numbering Accounts
Receivable for Individual Store Under The Group Plan

Quantity

Price Per Unit

Description of Item

Total

----------------35% of $144,219.30 from Figure 6
above
6,000.00

New Accounts Receivable Ledger Cards
and Transfer of Account Statistics

wi

1

Model 6440 Graphotype
Tipping
Device (Manually operated keyboard)

600

Model 12-17-1 Floor Imprinters
Station Plate (Purchased in larger
quantities through the Association
at a discount)

wi

Federal Excise Tax at
equipment
Freight (approximate):
Cleveland

6%

$3,333.50

3,333.50

19.50

11,700.00

902.01

on above

200.00

F.O.B.

Estimated Total Direct Conversion Costs
for Individual Store Under the Group Plan

-----------

------------------

~\72,612.27
__

----------------~-_

maintenance of this Central File will change very little under a numbered
system.
Assume the department store, which is being used as an example,
has approximately 45,000 account changes per year.

'I'heyearly costs of

- 71 operation would appear as follows:
~

~ Member of ~

Cost

Charga-Plate Association

$12,150.00

45,000 Account Changes, times $.27
Operating Individual Numbering System

$1,141.20

Plastic Cards - 45 M times $25.36 per M

1,800.00

Postage - 45 M times $40.00 per M

675.00

Printed Materials - 45 M times $15.00 per M

4,066.20

450.00

Stuffing - 45 M times $10.00 per M
(No labor costs are included because the
cards would be prepared from the punched
tape, which is prepared at the present time
for mailing plates.)

Annual Savings of Individual Operation over Group Operation

~ 8,083.80

The statement was made earlier that sorting by number is mucb
faster than sorting alphabetically.

It was determined that e thirty

per cent reduction in sorting time was a conservative estimate.

Assuming

this thirty per cent reduction in sorting time to be valid, the department
store being used a9 an example could reduce its annual payroll expense by
the following:

40 Hr. Units
2
1

Department
Accounts Receivable
Sales Audit

Annual Payroll

$2,300.00
2,300.00

Annual Savings in Sorting Payroll

~

$4,600.00
2J300.00
~6,900.00

If the department store above withdrew from the Charga-Plate Association,
it could then anticipate ~he following estimated direct savings in costP,:
Annual Savings in Sorti~g Payroll
Annual Savings of Individual over Group Operation
Total Savings Under an Individual Store Operation

$6,900.00
8,083.80
~14,983.80

- 72 If this department store remained in the Charga-Plate Association,
it could only anticipate a direct savings of approximately $6,900.00
annually in sorting payroll.
Since this particular store is considered to have an opportunity
cost of fifteen per cent, it will need an annual return of approximately
$12,255.00 on an investment of $81,700.00 (cost of individual store
numbering system).

Under the group numbering system it will need an

annual return of approxfme'teIy $10,900.00 (15% times $72,600).

It is

quite obvious that even though this store can possibly obtain its
desired return of fifteen per cent under en individual store numbering
system it can never hope to do so under the group plan.
A numbering system for accounts receivable is rapidly approaching
the point of becoming a necessity, regardless of whether this store
establishes its own numbering system or remains in the Cbarga-Plate
Association and establishes a group numbering system.

However, it is

strongly reco~~ended that a group plan under the Charga-Plate Association
be established.

The indirect advantages of assigning only one account

number to a customer plus the future possibility of central billing for
all stores under an electronic computer operation far outweighs the
immediate additional direct costs.

CHAPTER IX
A FUTURE PROJECTION
Much can be said about electronics and its application to the
department store.

Two of'the major equipnent manufacturers, the

International Business Machines Corporation and the National Cash
Register Company, have made outstanding discoveries toward the processing
of department store media.
One of these discoveries has been Optical Reading.

Optical

character-reading has been a long-sought objective of data processing
designers and planners.

As methods and concepts of high-speed automatic

data proceSSing developed, it became more apparent that a major accomplishment in this field would be the development of a device that could read
data in the form that the human eye reads--printed or written digits.
Considerable resee.rch has gone into the achievement of this objective and
many devices have been produced, with varying degrees of success.
The International Business Machines Corporation hes mE,de en outstanding contribution to the achievement of this objective through their
development of the IBM 1418 Optical Character Reeder.

This machine

optically reads printed, typed, or imprinted information at high speed
from paper or card documents of varying sizes and thicknesses, and
translates the date. directly into 1401 machine language.45

It alsO

optically ~eeds vertical marks which by nature of their locetion on the
45International Business Machines, 1418 0 tical Character Reedin
for the Retail Industry. (International Business Machines, 1960 , p. 2.
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document repre sen

This is cE'lledmark-reeding,

Up to 400 documents per minute cen be optically read Bnd data
from them entered into the 1401 computer for processing.

Actual speed

of operation is determined by document width, number of characters to be
read from each document, and the amount of processing each document is to
undergo. 47
With an installation of this machine, it would not be necessary to
do any sorting of media by hand.

All sorting would be Hccomplished by

equipment.
On January 9, 1961 appe ared e full page article in the ns-t i.onaI
newspaper, Women's ~

Deily, entitled, "Optical ChErE'cter Reading--A

Major Breakthrough in Retail Automation."

This

of how a test of Optical Char8cter Reading

WEtS

e.r t.Lc
Ie

releted the story

conducted from the c['sh

register journal tapes by the National Cash Register Company in a W. T.
Grant Company store.

The reading of these tapes mE'rked the beginning of

the first comprehensive test of optical automation equipment in
retailing.48

Thousands of transactions have been successfully processed

49

to date, proving the field test to be an unqualified success.

There is no doubt that this is e major breakthrough in retEil
automation.

This discovery indicates that department store managements

will not have to purchase a large quantity of semi-autometic peripher[ll

48R. S. Oelman, "Opt.Lc aI Character Reading--A Major Bre-akthrough
in Retail Automation," Women's Weer DailZ, January 9, 1961.
49Ibid.
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in order to accomplish

and credit

information.

be optically

Character

This advancement

the customer's

aCCOunt

number of the aale and presto ell information

transaction

is captured.

information

will be correlated;

this task can be accomplished
each salescheck

however,

it seems logical

number of the sale, the computer

billing

It is true that this indicates

and a discontinuance

the customer;

however,

of sending

I believe

to be answered
1.

to assume that

by Indianapolis

Will an individual

Since

across the top, we need
ECcount number

will perform

end the

the balance

of

a mOVe tow,rd descriptive

salescheck

and credit media to

that in the next few years this will be

ed with very little resistance
accomp lish
With these advancements

to the

how the ebove

simply with an input adding machine.

will have a trE,nsEction ringing

the function.

relating

Compc:ny heS not reveeled

only to key into the input device the customer's
transaction

store executive

number with the

transaction

Cash Register

can

Reader much time and expense

implies to the department

that he need only to correlate

The National

the mElSS of sale

If the journal tape from the cash register

read in an Optical

may be saved.

the task of processing

from the customer.

in mind the primary
department

questions

store executives

store or a group numbering

that need

are:
plan

be adopted?
2.

How quickly

can the accounts be converted

to en Alphe-Numeric

arrangement?
rrhe expense
be postponed.
necessity.

of numbering

For the progressive

the accounts receiVable
merchant,

account

can no longer

numbering

is now a

------
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